June 1, 2019

Our First Issue!

A Letter from Our President
Welcome all to the very first E-Newsletter from
the Kai Ken Society of America. I am so excited
to see how this club is coming together and
starting to grow. To think this whole idea
started a few years ago with a handful of
breeders that got together and wanted to form
an AKC club. It is an exciting time for the breed

as individuals are going out competing with
their dogs showing the world how versatile this
breed is. I hope everyone enjoys the first of
many E-Newsletters to come. I am going to
keep this short to make room for all the
exciting things our Kai are accomplishing.
-Stacey Pestel
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for many dogs to some degree, causing over
arousal. Kori is no exception. In this regard it
has taken a bit more effort and planning to
lock down criteria over emotional or
instinctual responses. Currently we build to
each stage in small steps. Training is not
something that is forced. My Kai tells me where
she is mentally, and what she is ready to do
next. We make whatever task we do a big
game. When she’s nervous we shorten the
duration of the game. In the beginning this
includes adding tricks, one or two obstacles,
and only participating at smaller venues.
Taking the extra foundation steps to layer the
process has been well worth it.

KaiCAN!
Kai can certainly compete in the sport of
agility!
~ written by Patrice Grossman, with her Kai
Ken, Kori. Yamabushi No Kori
I am so proud of Kori’s capabilities, I know she
has it covered when we connect and it’s an
awesome feeling. It’s like having a special
secret agent code no one knows about . She’s
on fire when she runs! Extra time and
patience has been a big component in building
the partnership we have together. She
absolutely loves running agility courses and
that’s a huge motivation for
her in of itself. Also, her
Individual personality
dictates what is rewarding as
well. For example, Kori has a
comical side, she enjoys
stealing paper and shoes so I
add these as props for
motivation. Sometimes she
likes to run the course the way she sees fit too.
It may diverge from the original plan, however,
in our case it’s best to humor it and take the
mission in a different direction for the day
when off-course curiosity takes over.
Ultimately how I react to these individual
sessions influences her willingness to work on
the next course round. It is very important to
remain positive and make things fun with the
Kai breed so they do not take things too
seriously and enjoy themselves!

Many parts make a whole for agility. I would
say there is an element of
zen that goes with knowing
where your dog is in the
game and how to read their
desire to move forward for
each step in handling. I
never physically force a Kai
to do what they feel may be
uncomfortable or unsafe. If
Kori is comfortable in the
environment she happily works for me.
In training a Kai be sure to change things up to
prevent boredom and be patient with
progress. Avoid trying to progress too quickly.
Reward big for great behaviors and don’t over
train. Never give up in frustration. If you get
stuck put the training aside for the day and go
play by doing something else. Think about
how you want handle the specific issue next
round before you implement or move forward.
In doing so you avoid frustrating your dog the
next training day without a plan. Alway have
appreciation for who and what dog is outside
of the sport of agility

Another consideration for Kai is the
environment and acclimation. Agility has
highly charged elements in the environment
(in and out of the ring. It can be overwhelming
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A big congrats to the following Kai Ken and their owners:
●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

Mayaa (Oono no Makihime Yamamayaa) took Best of Breed at the Nippo Classic West on
3-23-19. Mayaa also took Best of Breed at the Nihon Ken Invitational on 2-9-19 and Best in
Show at the Silver Bay Kennel Club Open Show.
Tavi (Yamabushi no Octave Melody) is the FIRST Kai Ken to earn the AKC Certificate of Merit, took Best
In Show at the Silver Bay Kennel Club Open Show, and second place at the Nihon Ken Invitational. She
is shown in the photo below with all of her awards.

Matsu (Yamabushi no Kanjiki Matsumori) qualified at Barn Hunt Instinct, placed third in the
FSS Group in Show 1, and placed first in Group in Show 2 at the South County Kennel Club AKC
Open Show on 4-23-19.
Emi (Suteishii No Yamabushi Emi Go) competed and took Best of Breed on 4-20-19 over her
sire Ritsu and took an FSS group 4. Emi is shown below with all of her awards.

RitsuSai (No Fuji) competed and took Best of Breed on 4-21-19 over Emi and took an FSS
group 4.
Shelby (Yamabushi no Yoshiko) passed her NACSW Odor Recognition test for both Anise and
Birch on 4-7-19.
Kona (Yamabushi no Kona) and Kimber (Yamabushi no Kimber) were Kai Ambassadors at the
Silver Bay Kennel Club Open Show’s “Meet the Breed” Kai Ken table.
Maehem (Shoga’s Nameless One) took Reserve Best Puppy in Show at the Bay Area Regional
Kennel Club on 5-18-19
Sarchi (Mijiaki no Musashi Sarch-Go) took a group 4 placement at the Bay Area Kennel Club on
5-19-19. Sarchi also went to the Frankenmuth Dog Bowl on 5-25-19. She did lure coursing fun
runs and was able to help educate over 50 people on the breed while her owner, Autumn,
spoke to the people and passed out business cards featuring breed info.
A BIG thanks to all the Facebook participants who took time to share pictures and educate
others when the Facebook page “National Purebred Dog Day” featured Kai Ken on April 4th!
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Upcoming Events and Club News
●

Bring your Kai out to Connecticut June 8th and 9th for the Greenwich Kennel Club Open Show!
The Kai Ken Society of America is sponsoring the trophy for the winner of FSS Group 1 in the
first Saturday Show- a nice big Orvis dog blanket!

●

We have two small banners available to lend around to club members representing at events.
One will rotate around the East coast/Gr. Lakes - contact Chrystal Cleary art@chryscleary.com
if you are going to something and want to use it- the other will lend out for the west coast,
contact Michelle Dokic to borrow that one. :)Return them to us when done or pass to the next
person!

Novel Featuring a Kai Ken
New England Kai owner and KKSA member Allegra May has published her first novel, Appointment
With Unreality, under her nom de plume “Penelope May.” Allegra has two female Kai, Saki and Kura
and brings her love of the breed and her experience playing in agility trials with Saki to her novel. The
story is told from the perspective of Lee, a retired psychologist and social
worker, who has a series of strange experience she is trying to understand.
Experiences that include and also move through her dog, Rayna. Lee explores
the mysterious contact she has received through multiple avenues:
psychological, neurological, theological and via the close bond she has with
Rayna. As fellow Kai owners, It is easy to see the very Kainess in Rayna, you have
this in the know feeling- “Oh, yes I know exactly that kind of look, that type of
behavior. That same response.”
Appointment With Unreality is just becoming available on Amazon as of this
writing, and we’re proud of the work Allegra has put into this achievement!
Suteishii no Saki is competing in level 3 CPE Agility this summer, and Suteishii no Kura is still a teen,
soon to begin exploring agility as well! Allegra came to Kai after competing with her samoyeds,
seeking another spitz family breed to try, alike and yet different. Congratulations, Allegra!
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About the Kai Ken Society of America
All are welcome to join the Kai Ken Society of America to connect with other Kai owners, mentors and
just folks to meet up with if going to a show, trial or event. Do you have expertise to share? Questions
to ask, or explore? The Kai Society is a nationwide community of owners and enthusiasts of Kai Ken,
and we enjoy learning more about the history of the breed, current Kai in the US and being
ambassadors for the breed as we learn more together. The KKSA has a relationship with the American
Kennel Club and is working toward fulfilling AKC’s requirements for Miscellaneous status for the
breed.
We celebrate Kai in all events and all leagues of play, as an AKC-aligned club we specifically encourage
registration of Kai with AKC to increase the breed’s formal representation and be counted, to open
doors within AKC for our breed, to support AKC as a non-profit, to reciprocate in our relationship with
AKC for working with us to recognize and accept KKA dogs and their progeny, and because AKC is fun
and beneficial in the events it offers, the education and resources AKC registration opens to all dogs
and their owners.
Kai Society members are here to help shepherd you through AKC papers if your KKA dog is not yet
registered with AKC. If your puppy came from the breeder with a AKC litter registration, completing
that is even easier and does a lot to help show AKC just how many Kai are here, and how invested our
owners are in their dogs, dog care and dog activities. Please join us!
Members may work on club committees- we are always looking for people to come own a piece of the
effort and pitch in as they are interested and able!- may run for club offices, may vote in club elections,
receive the quarterly newsletter The Tora, and be a part of discussions and recommendation-setting
in the club. Sometimes we make Kai swag, too. At this time, members have voted not to collect any
dues, so membership is free. All members, new and old, will get a spiffy Kai Society logo embroidered
patch in the mail- suitable to sew on a harness, a scarf, backpack or bag, or your canvas dog events
folding chair! We have a limited number of these- available until gone!
If you would like to join the Kai Ken Society of America, see the last page of this newsletter, or go to
www.kaisociety.org
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We want to hear from you!
If you have any ideas for the newsletter, announcements you want to see in the next issue, or general
feedback for us, contact us on Facebook! You’re awesome!
Resources
Check us out on the web at kaisociety.org for membership application, breed info, updates, and other
resources and info about our favorite breed!
ForumsNihon Ken Forum
Facebook GroupsKai Ken Owners
Kai Ken of the Pacific Northwest
KKSA Members
Need online training resources? Check out drsophiayin.com or dogtrainingrevolution.com
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